
 

Introducing TWIG Point 
What is TWIG Point? 
TWIG Point is a cloud-based application for compatible TWIG devices that offers remote configuration, 

location services and alarms monitoring. Its services improve and enhance user experience and 

reliability of alarm positioning while being conveniently accessible through a web browser. The 

application can host numerous products whilst providing simple integration of existing TWIG personal 

safety equipment and Short-Range Devices (SRD). 

Core modules 

Monitor 

Management, alarm monitoring, locating and tracking of 

TWIG devices 

- Alarms monitoring with map views  

- Forwarding of alerts with email and SMS 

- Tracking with street map and satellite views 

- Device movements follow-up with status 

information 

- PC alerts with on-screen pop-ups and audio 

Remote Configurator 

Configure your TWIG device over-the-air through an easy-to-

use web interface 

- Remote configuration of compatible TWIG devices 

- Writing and reading device settings 

- Saving and retrieving device settings in TWIG Point 

account settings file 

- Device type, version and status in real time showing on 

dashboard 

 

Site 
Indoor location service on your own site 

- Web interface tool that enables locating of TWIG devices 

indoors 

- Upload site maps/floor plans  

- Drag & drop SRD/Wi-Fi/Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE) 

beacons. 

- Map an entire building using floor maps and elevation 

parameters 

- Requires SRD card installed TWIG at time of purchase. 
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Location services 

Netloc 

Indoor and public spaces location services 

- Location services for compatible TWIG devices 

- Cellular location service with global coverage 

- Public space location (cellular + Wi-Fi) 

- On-site location (TWIG SRD + Wi-Fi + BLE) 

- Requires SRD hardware on TWIG personal safety device for some features 

AGNSS 

Assisted Global Navigation Satellite System for faster and more reliable position 

acquisition 

- Utilises GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo satellite systems 

- Outdoor location service for compatible TWIG devices 

- Faster and more reliable positioning 

- AGNSS can speed up first fix and improve position availability 

- Requires GPS/GNSS hardware on TWIG personal safety device 

Compatibility 
TWIG Point is compatible with all current range TWIG devices with a 3G/4G SIM. Additionally, some of 

these services require a hardware module for compatibility with SRD peripherals and location services, 

these options must be selected at the time of ordering and cannot be retrofitted. 

Modular System 
TWIG Point is modular with selectable services and device integration allowing users to determine what 

best fits their needs. We would be happy to help you find the most optimum solution for your needs 

and budget. 

Contact  

For more information regarding these products and services, including pricing and how you can start 

using these services with your TWIG device, contact us on the channels below 

 

 


